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ORC HSE has been helping companies achieve
HSE performance excellence by providing thought leadership and
fostering constructive working relationships with leaders and policymakers
in government, labor, industry, and key professional organizations.
This past year was no different – 2019 was another banner year for the
organization.
This Report includes highlights of ORC HSE accomplishments in 2019. At the outset, we want
to acknowledge the contributions of our members, without whose continued commitment and
support ORC HSE would not have accomplished what it has or be where it is today.

We are honored and privileged to be
working with and for you.
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ORC HSE Innovation Award
ORC HSE Innovation Award: ORC HSE is committed to supporting
and promoting the creative health, safety, and environmental
initiatives implemented by our member companies.
For this reason, in 2018 we initiated the first network-wide Innovation Award. The award recognizes effective
approaches and programs designed to protect employee health, safety, and/or the environment. The 2019
Innovation award recipients were announced in November. ORC HSE congratulates Siemens Healthineers LD as
the award recipient for the multi-faceted global safety communication campaign it launched. We also congratulate
the 2019 runners-up: Consolidated Edison of New York for its electrical safety device design and Lockheed
Martin for its Target Zero (TZ) Leader Initiative.
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ORC HSE Networks
Our nine networks held 26 separate meetings in the US, Europe and Asia that allowed
members to engage with key policy makers, noted authors, industry leaders, experts,
and perhaps most important, each other. For example, during 2019 we held special
sessions involving Sydney Dekker, Todd Conklin, Tony Muschara, Scott Shappell,
and Nancy Leveson. These meetings highlighted our continued thought leadership by
offering content unique to ORC HSE.
ORC HSE introduced livestreaming to increase value to our members. We livestreamed two sessions to
reach a broader audience of members. The livestream feed was available to anyone within our member
companies and provided an opportunity to view the speaker and the slides.
Each network, guided by a Steering Committee of members, has its own distinct personality and unique
way of providing value and promoting exchange between member companies. As a result, a wide array
of topics was addressed through a variety of means. A few examples are provided of the types of issues
addressed by each network:
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH NETWORK
WESTERN OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH NETWORK
EXECUTIVE BUSINESS ISSUES FORUM
CORPORATE HEALTH DIRECTORS NETWORK
LEGAL ISSUES NETWORK
CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT FORUM
GLOBAL HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT FORUM
EUROPEAN UNION HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT FORUM
ASIA PACIFIC HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT FORUM
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Occupational Safety & Health Network
ORC HSE’s OSH Network brings together corporate leaders from over 100 leading global
firms in a variety of industries, creating a unique opportunity for members to network
with their professional peers in a confidential setting that promotes open and honest
communication. In 2019, OSH members gathered to hear:
A special session with Sydney Dekker, focused on explaining the thinking behind the key concepts in his
book, The Field Guide to Understanding Human Error;
An insider’s view of OSHA’s field programs, provided by a panel of past OSHA Regional Administrators
responsible for implementing OSHA field programs;
Effective practices in human & organizational performance (HOP), and fatal & serious injury,
and illness prevention;
Effective practices in managing contractor safety;
A panel on the effective use of predictive analytics;
John Howard, Director of NIOSH, discussing the impact of artificial intelligence on work and the worker;
Seven Steps of Confined Space Rescue, by Michael R. Roop, CSP;
Chris Hart, former chair of the National Transportation Safety Board, discussing the FAA
CAST system for collaboration;
Scott Shappell discussing bias and its impact on decision making;
Todd Conklin analyzing the impact of technical terminology on perceptions;
A panel discussing ways to improve collaboration between the occupational safety & health,
and medical functions;
Health-related issues such as using technology to improve your ergonomics program;
A session on applying systems engineering concepts by Nancy Leveson at MIT, and;
Sessions presenting executive leadership’s view of the business and HSE’s role.
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Executive Business Issues Forum
The Executive Business Issues Forum (EBIF) is ORC HSE’s network for senior corporate
executives with lead responsibility for HSE. EBIF engages them in frank discussions of the
challenges and opportunities they face. The network enables these leaders to learn from and
influence their peers across industries, as well as to discuss critical business issues with key
government officials and outside experts. Over the past year, EBIF members participated in
sessions focused on:
Developing a leadership curriculum;
Challenges confronting the safety and health profession;
Effective practices in prevention through design and risk assessment;
The value of process containment;
Lessons learned at the NTSB from Chris Hart;
Effective HSE organizational practices;
Integrating HOP principles into non-HSE disciplines;
Managing climate change impact on HSE;
A workshop on implementing risk-based thinking by Tony Muschara;
Retaining HSE talent and knowledge during turbulent times, and;
Strategic approaches to training employees.
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Western Occupational Safety & Health Group
This network brings together senior-level managers responsible for health, safety, and
environment (HSE) programs from the western United States and focuses on strategies,
tools, and initiatives that improve HSE performance. In addition to discussions on company
leading practices and sessions led by renowned experts, the WOSH Group meetings feature
sessions on issues and regulatory priorities unique to the West Coast.
In 2019, the WOSH Group offered sessions on:
Practical implementation and deployment of human & organizational
performance and safety differently approaches;
Industry 4.0 and HSE, including sessions on:
The use of exoskeletons;
Ergonomic wearables;
Heat stress prevention technologies;
Collaborative robot safety, and;
Managing the safety and environmental hazards associated
with additive manufacturing (3D printing);
West Coast-specific topics, issues, and regulatory priorities, including:
Earthquake preparedness;
The proposed regulations for the protection of workers from wildfire smoke;
Asbestos management in CA;
The prevention, detection and response to Valley Fever and Hantavirus;
Priorities of Cal/OSHA’s LA Region
A session on applying systems engineering concepts by Nancy Leveson at MIT, and;
Sessions presenting executive leadership’s view of the business and HSE’s role.
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Corporate Health Directors Network
The Corporate Health Directors Network (CHDN) allows members to develop ongoing
supportive relationships with peers from other multinational Fortune 500 companies and
facilitates benchmarking across a variety of industries. The professional relationships built
through this network help members to identify best practices in all aspects of corporate
occupational health programs. During 2019, the CHDN focused on the following topics:
Addressing the risks of remote workers;
Lessons from the measles outbreak and the anti-vax movement;
Improving collaboration between occupational medicine and occupational safety & health;
Expert decision-making: How our decisions are manipulated and biased;
Defining and measuring worker well-being;
Separating hope from hype in genomic medicine;
Mindfulness in the workplace;
Communicating effectively with a unionized workforce, and;
Pneumococcal vaccination for welders: Global deployment within a multi-national corporation.
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Legal Issues Network
ORC HSE’s Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Legal Issues Network offers in-house
counsel who are responsible for managing corporate legal issues related to OSH a unique
opportunity to share knowledge and candidly discuss issues facing them with HSE experts
as well as their peers in a confidential setting. Some of the topics that the Legal Issues
Network meetings addressed in 2019 included:
An Assessment of the Washington Political Scene and its impact on worker safety and health;
An update on OSHA standards development;
Where the courts stand on the OSHA General Duty Clause;
OSHA and the ADA;
An update from the Chemical Safety Board;
Effective practices in contractor management;
Making successful settlement agreements with OSHA, and;
An update on the Occupational Safety & Health Review Commission by Commissioner James Sullivan.
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Global Health, Safety & Environment Forum
The quarterly Global Health, Safety & Environment Forum (GHSEF) meetings provided
workshops, presentations and discussions on challenges and opportunities inherent to the
management of global HSE programs. Topics were selected based on the invaluable input
and assistance of the GHSEF Steering Committee, and are based on current needs and
challenges of our member companies. In 2019, the GHSEF offered:
Meeting sessions and discussion focused on worldwide regulatory and cultural issues;
Writing corporate H&S standards to engage global operations;
Introduction of “Lessons Learned” as a standing agenda item, encouraging members
to share events and challenges and discuss corrective actions;
Participation in a driving simulator was offered as part of a company international
road safety program discussion;
Sustainability Program Implementation in India;
Global HSE regulatory updates and discussion;
Commercial Diplomacy while Doing Business in India;
Preparation for Brexit: What to Expect;
Challenges of Global Implementation of HOP;
Combustible Dust Safety, and;
An interactive workshop was offered on Working Effectively in Japan and South Korea.
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European Health, Safety & Environment Forum
The ORC HSE’s EU Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Forum offers senior-level
managers responsible for HSE programs at companies operating in the European Union
the opportunity to network, benchmark and candidly discuss critical HSE issues with
their professional peers. The EU HSE Forum meetings discuss leading HSE practices and
initiatives, as well as the unique challenges and regulatory environment in the EU and UK.
2019 meetings offered opportunities to participate in discussions about:
Smart glasses and 3-D visual augmentation;
Managing the safety and environmental hazards associated with additive manufacturing (3-D printing);
The state of the science related to exoskeletons;
Integrating cultures and HSE Systems after a merger or acquisition;
BREXIT and the impact on HSE programs and legislation in the EU and UK;
REACH, ROHS, & WEEE regulatory updates;
Leading health & safety practices and programs from the airline industry, and;
Engaging employees for safety.
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Asia Pacific Health, Safety & Environment Forum
This roundtable brings together regional Asia Pacific HSE leaders from a broad range of
industries, creating a unique opportunity for members to network with their professional
peers in a confidential setting that promotes frank and open communication. Regional
HSE professionals from all backgrounds and levels of expertise benefit from the diverse
experience and cultural perspectives available through this network. Forum members share
strategies for continuous improvement of HSE performance and practical expertise on
critical HSE issues, staying abreast of recent HSE developments.
The March AP meeting in Vietnam included a discussion of road safety programs and offered workshops
on Designing High Engagement/High Impact Intervention and a half day session on Hindsight Bias.
The group was provided with an tour of a Vietnam Proctor and Gamble facility.
The July AP meeting in Sydney focused on Psychosocial aspects of work and international regulations
being developed in that regard. Participants were able to tour ABB- Australia operations.
The October AP meeting in Singapore provided two workshops; the first presented the cultural
transformation program implemented for a member company, including experiential learning as a
catalyst for behavior change. The second was an interactive workshop discussing the concepts of process
safety and innovative applications in the manufacturing area to ensure employee health and safety.
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Corporate Environment Forum
Environment professionals from a broad range of industries and backgrounds participate in
membership the Corporate Environment Forum (CEF). Members share effective practices
for improving environmental management and performance, learn about EPA environment
policy and regulatory developments, and discuss evolving issues, such as sustainability,
conflict minerals, chemicals management, and GHS, with recognized experts.
CEF focused on issues of sustainability and the circular economy in 2019, learning from companies and
organizations that have been forging new strategies for reducing their ecological footprints.
Other topics covered during 2019 meetings included:
Life cycle assessments;
US and global regulatory developments;
EPA and States’ environmental policy;
Environmental metrics and goal setting;
Lessons learned from disaster planning, and;
Technology developments in environmental management.
The CEF network format and strategy for delivering content to members changed in 2020;
issue-focused virtual meetings and workshops will be offered throughout the year.
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Thought Leadership
ORC HSE is proud of its history of leadership in bringing ideas and tools to member
companies in the interest of promoting exceptional safety and health performance. In 2019,
ORC HSE supported member companies as well as the larger HSE community in their
efforts to achieve these goals, organizing and participating in events and other initiatives:
Professor Sidney Dekker presented a full-day workshop for ORC HSE members and guests on Safety
Differently, which promotes safety “by boosting the capabilities of people to contribute by harnessing
their diversity of perspective and insight and recognizing the dignity of their workmanship”.
At the 2019 Applied Ergonomics Conference in New Orleans, ORC HSE Vice President Lisa Brooks
encouraged human factors professionals to adopt HOP principles in designing and developing
workspaces and processes.
ORC HSE members Mike Damasin, Dave Eherts, and Rick Hilton, along with ORC HSE partner Steve
Newell, presented “The Link between HOP and Fatal & Serious Injury Prevention” at the 2019 AIHce in
Minneapolis. Each company’s breakthrough program enabled unprecedented improvement in reducing
the incidence of serious and fatal injury.
ORC HSE organized and conducted a three-day focused conference for the exchange of effective
practices on elimination of fatal and serious incidents.
ORC HSE Partner Scott Madar, a long-standing member of the ANSI Z10 committee, contributed
to its work on the 2019 revisions of its Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems
(OHSMS) standard.
ORC HSE Partner Steve Newell is a part of the ANSI Z16 committee on Recordkeeping and Metrics,
working on the development of its guidance for using leading and lagging indicators to
measure safety performance.
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ORC HSE Services
Our network meetings represent a small portion of the ORC HSE value equation. In
addition to the network meetings, many more services were provided.
Country Profiles: ORC HSE offers a library of over 65 country profiles and audit checklists available for
purchase, or as part of the membership benefits of the GHSEF, AP, EU, and CEF networks. During 2019,
50 of these country profiles and audit checklists were updated to reflect current regulatory conditions.
Some of our profiles are updated annually; others every 18 months. In addition, biweekly global
newsletters provided subscribers with updates on regulatory developments in all the countries
covered by the profiles.
Compliance Assistance and Effective Interaction with Governmental Agencies: ORC HSE
worked to impact the regulatory and standard-setting process and met numerous requests for compliance
assistance by the broad ORC HSE membership and by individual member companies:
ORC HSE provided input on proposed OSHA regulations and compliance activities,
such as the modification of OSHA’s electronic recordkeeping rule.
ORC HSE crafted a number of letters for members requesting interpretations from OSHA
that resulted in favorable interpretations.
Well over 100 requests for regulatory interpretations were addressed by ORC HSE on-staff experts.
Topics addressed included walking and working surfaces, electrical safety, OSHA recordkeeping,
electronic data submission, anti-retaliation, and more.
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Benchmarking
Extensive benchmarking is a hallmark of ORC HSE; it is a critical way for companies to
stay abreast of our evolving profession and reduce their learning curve. During 2019 we
provided the greatest number of benchmarking opportunities in our history, to which
members responded enthusiastically. Those opportunities included:
Annual performance benchmarking that shared global injury and illness experience .
Twenty-seven ad-hoc benchmarking surveys were custom-built and fielded to address specific issues
raised by member companies; there are now over 250 survey reports available on the
ORC HSE members-only website.
Real-time benchmarking surveys were conducted at ORC HSE network meetings using attendee polling.
In 2019, ORC HSE held four, one-day Special Benchmarking Meetings, dedicated to sharing leading
practices and extended dialogue on a specific topic. In 2019, discussions focused on remote worker safety,
additive manufacturing (3-D printing), and the use of wearable and evolving technologies to mitigate
critical safety and health risks. Also, we held our first non-US Special Benchmarking Meeting in Brussels,
Belgium, on fatal and serious injury prevention programs. The attendees at the additive manufacturing
Special Benchmarking Meeting hosted by GE were treated to an extensive tour of the GE Additive
Customer Experience Center.
A special thank you is due to Lockheed Martin, General Electric, and Colgate-Palmolive Company
for hosting the Special Benchmarking meetings.
ORC HSE assisted in several quick benchmarking connections between member
companies on an as-needed basis.
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Critical Information on Current HSE Issues
ORC kept members up-to-date on information critical to effective HSE operations.
Newsletters carried articles about regulatory, compliance, legislative, political, technical, and professional
developments that otherwise would have been difficult for them to track and manage. Of the four bimonthly newsletters, OSH had 925 readers, Global and AP 385 readers, and Environment 204 readers,
with an “open rate” of 20-40% (the industry average is 17%). The newsletter team distributed a
total of 72 issues during the year that included over 2,000 articles.
Detailed quarterly Updates: 12 updates were issued; four for each subject area
(OSH, Global HSE, and Environment) that included over 400 articles.
Consultant updates on regulatory and other important HSE developments were
presented at network meetings.
ORC members enjoyed unlimited access via email and telephone to our on-staff experts during the year.
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Webinars
In 2019, ORC HSE offered 10 webinars under four themes: regulatory and emerging issues;
high-risk and fatality prevention; HSE management systems; and professional development.
ORC HSE webinars are provided free to all employees of member companies, and offer
certification maintenance points for participation. Nearly 1500 individuals registered for the
10 webinars. Topics covered include:
Recent Developments Concerning Marijuana in the Workplace
An Introduction to Human & Organizational Performance (HOP)
Current Status of TSCA
Predictive Analytics in Health, Safety, and Environment
The Link between Human and Organizational Performance (HOP) and Fatal & Serious
Injury Prevention: Key Concepts and How Companies Are Implementing Them
2019 Revision of the ANSI/ASSP Z10 - Occupational Health & Safety Management Systems Standard
Implementation of the Walking & Working Surfaces Standard
A Discussion of OELs: Are We Adequately Protecting Our Workers?
Managing the EHS Risk and Addressing the Waste Challenges in Additive Manufacturing
Interacting with OSHA: Navigating to a Successful Outcome—Traps in Operational Decision Making
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Training
ORC HSE members have ongoing training needs. As part of its membership package,
ORC HSE provided training to member companies through a variety of means:
At ORC HSE meetings
ORC HSE company-specific training was provided on a variety of topics
either on site or remotely by ORC HSE staff.
Impacting the Profession:
ORC HSE continued dialogue with other organizations impacting the safety and health profession such
as the American Society of Safety Professionals (ASSP) and the National Safety Council (NSC).
Relationships were also maintained with the heads of key federal agencies
ORC HSE participated in ISO 45001, ANSI Z-10 (S&H management systems)
and ANSI Z-16 (S&H performance measurement).
ORC HSE presented at the AIHA annual conference.
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Fee-Based Consulting
ORC HSE’s Consulting Service continued to grow its portfolio of services and provided
support to a variety of clients in 2019. Professional services were provided to both
non-member companies, and companies that are members of ORC HSE Strategies’
professional networks.
Assistance was provided to a broad spectrum of industry segments including: electric utilities, oil and
gas, pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, automotive, logistics and distribution, pulp and paper, and mining.
Our engagements ranged from short duration support addressing safety compliance, program audits, and
regulatory assistance – to longer-term customized work including the development of strategy workshops,
and HSE organizational design and development.
We continued development of Fatality and Serious Injury (FSI) prevention programs and tools
which incorporate principles from the New View of Safety and Health, and concepts of human &
organizational performance.
We supported the continuing obligation of corporations to meet and exceed their regulatory
responsibilities by providing on-site compliance assistance, and specialized assistance to assess the
effectiveness of OSHA Recordkeeping programs.
We continued to differentiate ourselves from our competitors by collaborating closely with our clients to
fully understand their performance improvement needs, and provided customized solutions specifically
suited to our clients, rather than selling pre-packaged solutions under a “one size fits all” approach.
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Key engagements during 2019
An EHS organizational design assessment for a leading pharmaceutical company
OSHA Recordkeeping training, including delivery of Intermediate Recordkeeping classes and our new
Advanced Recordkeeping Certificate Course
Design and development of a high-level Fatality and Serious Injury Prevention Conference for a
leading Oil & Gas company, and significant staff support to this 3-day invitation-only event
Tailored support for companies looking to improve collaboration with organized
labor in achieving safety objectives
Design and delivery of a Zero Harm workshop for senior executives of three global corporations
committed to exemplary safety performance in the start-up of Canada’s largest
underground mining operation
A variety of OSHA Recordkeeping assessments and services—including the continuation of a specialized
service under which ORC HSE reviews and adjudicates personal injury cases to ensure they are accurately
classified under 29 CFR 1904 (Recording and Reporting Occupational Injuries and Illnesses)
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Conclusion
In summary, during 2019 the ORC HSE Consulting Service continued to demonstrate
flexibility, and a unique ability to match highly-qualified consultants to the
emerging needs of its customers.
2020 finds our communities facing COVID-19, a challenge unprecedented in our lifetimes.
During this difficult time, ORC HSE remains committed to being your valued source of
critical health, safety, and environmental (HSE) information and services, and to furthering
our mission of helping the world’s leading businesses achieve outstanding
HSE performance.
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Speak with an
ORCHSE Partner
Linda Haney
linda.haney@orchse.com
Office: 202-888-7100
Direct: 202-510-0509
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